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Content

The 2023.3 release notes covers the following main sections.

•Enhancements to the user interface

•Promotions

•Miscellaneous
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Enhancements to the user interface

We have removed the Classic/Enhanced toggle and provided a direct link to Inspire, which is the rebranding of our 
new UI for marketers. From Inspire, users can access program configuration functions by clicking on the newly 
added 'Configuration' menu option in the left-hand navigation.

We have added the 'Stepper' to the left-hand navigation in places where a creation or editing workflow is present. 
This allows users to easily navigate through various sections of the workflow.
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Promotions
Custom field filtering on promotions
Users can now utilize any custom field with a Text data type that is set up on their transactions within the Promotion 
Engine. This enables the creation of more personalized promotions based on the clients' own custom data.

Extend/Cut Short a Published Event Driven Promotion
While a running Event-Driven Promotion cannot be edited, we have added the ability for users to update the end date 
of a promotion, as long as the end date has not passed. This allows users to extend or shorten running promotions.

Copy a promotion
Users can now effortlessly duplicate an Event-Driven Promotion in Draft, Scheduled, or Completed status by utilizing 
the 'copy' option, allowing them to quickly create a new Event-Driven Promotion without the necessity of re-entering 
fundamental information from scratch.

Ignore Negative Value Interactions
The 'Allow Processing of Negative Value Interactions' toggle added to Event-Driven Promotion empowers users to 
determine whether they wish to permit or restrict Promotions from issuing negative rewards.
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Miscellaneous

The User Export Screen now displays the 'Minimum' and 'Maximum' point adjustments, providing users with 
additional insights into user permissions.
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